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Episode 19. The Song of the Siren
Vocabulary: Put a ★ next to the words you already know. Match the word to its definition.
1. Siren

A. Legend or old story that explains why something might exist and
includes supernatural characters.

2. Myth
3. Distant
4. Captive

B.

Far away

C. A mermaid; a women whose body is half fish
D. The close-study of something

5. Attitude
6. Analysis

E.

Trapped

F.

The way you are feeling and showing about something and showing
it though you behavior

7. Simple
8. Anchor

G. A heavy piece of metal on a boat that is usually thrown deep into the
water to prevent the boat from moving.
H. Easy/not complicated Or someone not very smart

Expressions

Listen out for these expressions as you watch the show. Then write a
definition for each expression

1. To give someone credit for something =______________________________________________________
2. Buy into something = _________________________________________________________________________
3. Catch up = ____________________________________________________________________________________

Comprehension

Fill the answers to each question as you watch the TV show

1. Why do the Nekton kids have to go back to the Arronax?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
2. What happens to Jeffery whilst he is alone in the Reef?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Who does Ant think was singing in the water?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
4. How did Ant and Jeffery first meet?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
5. What evidence does Ant find that proves that the fish he brought back into the
Arronax is not Jeffery?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
6. What is Devil Daniels doing?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
7. Who or what saved Jeffery?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
8. Why is the ‘song’ familiar to Kaiko?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
9. Why does Devil Daniels wear earmuffs?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
10. Why does Jeffery not escape with Ant from Devil Daniels boat cage?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
11. Why does Devil Daniels agree to help the Nektons and Fifty-Two Blue?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
12. Where do the Nektons and Devil Daniels have to take Fifty-Two Blue? Why?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

